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B O S T O N
BOROUGH COUNCIL
Joint Chief Executive
Rob Barlow

Municipal Buildings
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Lincolnshire PE21 8QR
Tel: 01205 314200
Fax: 01205 364604

13 June 2022
TO MEMBERS OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE

NOTICE OF MEETING OF THE
OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY - ENVIRONMENT & PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE
Dear Councillor
You are invited to attend a meeting of the
Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee on
Tuesday, 21st June, 2022 at 6.30 pm
in the Committee Room, Municipal Buildings, West Street, Boston PE21 8QR

ROB BARLOW
Joint Chief Executive
Membership:
Chairman:
Vice Chairman:

Councillor Judith Skinner
Councillor Judy Welbourn
Councillors Tom Ashton, Alison Austin, Peter Bedford,
Katie Chalmers, Anton Dani, Paul Goodale, Neill Hastie,
Yvonne Stevens and Chelcei Trafford

AGENDA
PART 1 - PRELIMINARIES

A.

APOLOGIES
To receive apologies for absence.

B.

MINUTES
To sign and confirm the minutes of the previous meeting.

(Pages 1 - 6)

C.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
To receive declarations of interests in respect of any item on the agenda.

D.

PUBLIC QUESTIONS
To answer any written questions received from members of the public no later than
5 p.m. two clear working days prior to the meeting – for this meeting the deadline
is 5 p.m. Thursday 16th June 2022.

PART II - AGENDA ITEMS

1

INSTALLATION OF 4 NEW CHANGING PLACES TOILETS.

(Pages 7 - 12)

A report by the Deputy Chief Executive for Delivery.
2

ANNUAL JOINT SCRUTINY TASK AND FINISH GROUP FOR THE SOUTH
AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP.
(Pages 13 - 18)
A report by the Assistant Director – Corporate.

3

LEVELLING UP FUND

(Pages 19 - 28)

A report by the Assistant Director – Planning and Strategic Infrastructure.
4

BOSTON HOUSEHOLD WASTE RECYCLING CENTRE

(Pages 29 - 34)

A report by the Assistant Director – Neighbourhoods.
5

TASK AND FINISH GROUP REVIEW. HOUSING STANDARDS.
A verbal update by the Chairman of the review group.

6

WORK PROGRAMME INCLUDING QUARTER 3 REPORTING. (Pages 35 - 40)
Standing Item. To enable Members to receive the quarter 3 reporting and
note/discuss the Committee’s current work programme.

Notes:
The person to contact about the agenda and documents for this meeting is Karen Rist,
Democratic Services Officer, Municipal Buildings, Boston, Telephone Number 01205
314226. email: karen.rist@boston.gov.uk
Council Members who are not able to attend the meeting should notify as soon as possible
giving the name of the Council Member (if any) who will be attending the meeting as their
substitute.

Alternative Versions
Should you wish to have the agenda or report in an alternative format such as larger text,
Braille or a specific language, please contact Democratic Services on direct dial (01205)
314226
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Agenda Item B.
OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY - ENVIRONMENT &
PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE

22 March 2022

Present: Councillor Judith Skinner (Chairman), Councillor Judy Welbourn (ViceChairman), Councillors Tom Ashton, Alison Austin, Peter Bedford, Katie Chalmers,
Anton Dani, Paul Goodale, Neill Hastie and Paul Skinner
In attendance:
Officers –
Monitoring Officer, Climate Change and Environment Manager and Climate Change and
Environment Officer and Democratic Services Officer

1

APOLOGIES

Apologies were tabled for Councillors Alison Austin and Yvonne Stevens. No substitute
members.
2

MINUTES

Committee agreed the minutes of the previous meeting.
3

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

No declarations of interest were tabled.
4

PUBLIC QUESTIONS

No questions were tabled.
5

CLIMATE CHANGE STRATEGY

The Climate Change and Environment Manager presented the report advising that since
establishing Climate Change as a priority within the Corporate Strategy, Boston Borough
Council has been working to address its own impact in terms of carbon emissions and
commissioned the Carbon Trust to produce a Carbon Reduction Plan which was
approved in January 2022. As part of that process, the Council committed to reduce its
carbon emissions to net zero by 2040 with a minimum emissions reduction of 45% by
2027 ensuring it leads by example in encouraging the Borough as a whole to undertake
similar steps.
The strategy tabled was an updated version of the initial strategy following the
consultation process which took place late in 2021. New overarching themes had been
identified including a specific theme around the visitor economy. It had been felt that
there was a real need to recognise that area due to the influx of visitors, particularly in
East Lindsey but also relevant in Boston and South Holland.
Members were advised that in terms of overall responses to the consultation exercises
the document had been fairly well received and there had been fairly consistent
feedback especially around the Golden Threads of the strategy. The criticism that came
through was around the need for it to be more strategic and there had been criticism of
the lack of time frames in the document.
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It had however always been the intention that the network would produce a delivery plan
as one of its pieces of work which would put more concrete timeframes in place and also
break down the specific projects in greater detail. What had been done was some of the
headlined strategic actions that were highlighted in the report, had been moved to the
back of the document and aligned with the three overarching themes and included
indicative timescales and demonstrated some of the quicker wins / short term
deliverables.
Committee deliberation followed which included:
On questioning a lack of regard to planning regulations within the strategy for new build
homes / modifications to existing homes and enforcement of such regulations, a
member was advised that until such time as the National Planning Framework was
confirmed, it would be dangerous to implement any such measures as it would leave the
Council open to challenge. Technologies were also continually changing. The
document would be adapted in line with changes in legislation
RECOMMENDED:
That the Environment and Performance Committee recommend approval of the final
version of the Climate Change Strategy to Cabinet.

6

CARBON REDUCTION ACTION PLAN

The Climate Change and Environment Officer presented an update to the report
confirming two amendments to the report tabled.
The first was that the Carbon Reduction Action Plan had been renamed following the
recent Cabinet briefing to avoid any unfortunate acronyms based on its original name
and would hereon in be known as the Net Zero Action Plan. The second update being
that plans were now in place to update the GMLP and the Action Plan would be
amended to reflect that.
Following adoption of the carbon reduction plan in January 2022 and cabinet’s
agreement to amend the previous net zero target a net zero action plan had been
developed. That action plan set out the projects required to further investigate the
feasibility of the recommendations put forward by the Carbon trust and to provide a clear
timescale for the delivery. Decarbonisation strategies would be developed for all
operational Council buildings to inform the actions to be taken forward in relation to
those buildings. A free Government funded fleet review was due to be undertaken by
the Energy Saving rust which would provide a valuable insight and inform future actions
in relation to the fleet and identify sites with the best potential for accommodating EV
charging points. The fleet actions currently identified in the net zero action plan would be
subject to change dependant on the outcomes of the review.
Officers had made significant strides towards the targets for reducing carbon emissions.
Achieving net zero would be dependent on the recommended actions in the action plan
alongside harnessing and maintaining reductions in emissions caused by the impact of
Covid-19, particularly in relation to business and commuter travel and would be vital in
establishing new ways of working being maintained. Furthermore, it would be vital to
embrace new green technologies when viable.
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There would of course be gaps and unknowns in terms of costs and saving of many of
the proposed actions. However, officers felt that at this stage it was important that the
Council set out a pathway. Officers would ensure the tool projects would all be subject
to full cost benefit analysis, external funding opportunities for delivery and that member
approval would be sought for the proposals as appropriate.
Member deliberation followed which included:
Whilst supporting the intent of the report, a member questioned how it would actually
come about commenting that it would not be as simple as it read and that significant
infrastructure would be required.
Referencing information he had received the member advised that when 3 EV points
were simultaneously charging, homes and businesses within the immediate vicinity had
experienced such a significant loss of power at that time, the owner of the development
had to install a booster to make up the loss of power. Addressing the review of the fleet
within the report and identifying suitable sites for EV points, the member expressed
concern at the consumption of power by those vehicles and the enormous drain on
neighbouring business.
The Portfolio Holder confirmed that the Council had received grants for additional EV
points within the town but had no installed more for that very reason, stating it was a
recognised problem at the current time. Referencing the fleet the Portfolio Holder stated
that companies already used alternative fuels and all options would be looked into, with
other solutions coming forward.
Further comments included a suggestion for a car free Sunday once a month within the
town centre of Boston. The member thought it would encourage residents to walk into
town and also reduce emissions for that day, however in response Members voiced
concern at the lack of public transport for residents in the rural areas and also more
importantly the impact on residents who could not walk or cycle. The Council could be
seen as discriminating against residents.
Additional concerns noted the significant expense of replacement batteries for EV
vehicles and also the time lines indicated and the obvious ease for cities to become
100% neutral as against small towns with large rural areas.
Surprise was also noted in respect of the inclusion of the indicated future of the
Municipal Buildings and the lack at present of any liaison with Members about such a
decision and also at the replacement of the Boston fleet. A Member further questioned
the future of the Crematorium and questioned what options would be available to reduce
emissions as by default the nature of the site produced high emissions.
The Climate Change and Environment Officer reassured committee that there would be
no replacement of the fleet until they came to the end of their life use and as technology
progressed other options would become available and any non-viable options would not
be taken forward. Referencing the option to move from the Municipal Building the
Climate Change and Environment Officer advised that it was just an option and that
short term actions would be taken to reduce emissions at the site. Noting the concern
about the Crematorium, Members were advised that the Carbon Trust had provided
suggestions for the coming years with options to upgrade the cavity wall insulation in
the chapel and loft space, upgrade glazing and position solar panels onto the chapel
roof and the possibility of combusting long term fuel to a biogas blend. Moving forward
new crematoria methods could come forward. Members were reassured that the Net
Zero Action Plan was a starting point and would develop significantly over the
forthcoming years which would allow the Council to make informed decisions.
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RECOMMENDED:
That the Environment and Performance Committee recommends adoption of the plan to
Cabinet in line with the Council’s commitment to reduce its carbon emissions by 45% by
2027 and to achieve net zero by 2040. This commitment is also in line with the Strategic
Aim within the Corporate Strategy
7

JOINT SCRUTINY BETWEEN PARTNERSHIP COUNCILS WITH SOUTH
EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP

The Assistant Director – Governance (Monitoring Officer) presented the report
confirming it proposed that the three Council’s in the partnership undertake joint scrutiny
on matters of common strategic importance along with the proposed process to achieve
the process. At an initial meeting between the Chairs of the Council’s Scrutiny
committees a list of potential topic had been considered – taken largely from the Annual
delivery Plan. The Chairs had agreed that there should be no more than three or four
topics per year, there needed to be clarity around who approved/implemented any
recommendations with the recommendations being tracked, that there should be clarity
as to whether the groups met privately or in public and that the arrangements needed to
be kept as simple as possible. Further consultation had also taken place with the
political group leaders and the executive with the leaders agreeing that place based
scrutiny arrangements needed to be examined in order to ensure that the joint scrutiny
was successful and that given there were limited resources, any joint scrutiny needed to
be restricted to areas where there was a genuine need, identified benefits and
anticipation of real outcomes.
The Task and Finish groups on completion of their review would present the final report
and recommendations to each Council’s sovereign scrutiny committee ensuring the
golden thread through its’ internal governance arrangement’s.
Committee deliberation followed which included:
Members agreed that both scrutiny committees at Boston worked with each other and
not in isolation. As a point of information the clerk advised the procedure for inviting
interest from across the membership of both Scrutiny committees and confirmed an
email would be issued following the meeting and the names of the interested parties
would be relayed to the Lead Officer of the particular T&F Review.
RECOMMENDED:
That the Environment and Performance committee agree that:
a) That the proposals for joint scrutiny arrangements, as set out in Appendix A, be
approved;
b) That the scope for the proposed Joint Transport Task and Finish Group, as set out in
Appendix B, be approved;
c) That the Committee appoints three members to the proposed Joint Transport Task
and Finish Group; and
d) That the Task and Finish Group be authorised to determine the detail of its remit and
the required lines of enquiry and witnesses
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8

MEMBER WORKING GROUP FLY TIPPING

Councillor Judith Welbourn presented the report confirming that a Member Working
Group had been convened following concerns by Members in respect of the 140%
increase in fly tipping incidents across the Borough during the period 2019/20 and
2020/21. It had been recognised that many such incidents were due to the closure of
the Household Recycling Centre during Covid particularly in respect of large items
including furniture, but there was also recognition that many residents continued to fly tip
due to simply not bothering to try and dispose of the waste in the correct manner or not
realising the procedures or options available to them
The outcomes as noted within the report had all been taken forward through the
Portfolio Holder although they had not all had been agreed by Lincolnshire County
Council.
Committee deliberation followed which included:
Whilst Members overall recognised and congratulated the work undertaken by the fly
tipping team on a daily basis, in removing items as soon as possible once they had been
reported, a number of concerns were tabled. One key issue was the Household Waste
Recycling Centre and it being closed two days a week, but more importantly it not being
able to receive certain items on the days it was open. A lack of any response from
Lincolnshire County Council proved to be a constant frustration with Members feeling
that they were ignoring the seriousness of the problem. Further concerns noted bins with
multiple tags which still remained on the pavements when there had been advice of an
amnesty to clear such bins.. A Member questioned what it anything the letting agents
were doing to advise new tenants of the procedure for getting rid of their waste. The
population of Boston was increasing all the time with larger households generating
significant waste with many just dumping in the area of their homes. Concern also
noted the impression of visitors to the town seeing black bags strewn in hedgerows and
along walkways. Members also agreed that the problem was not solely within the town
centre but also in the rural areas.
Councillor Welbourn responded advising that three letting agents provided leaflets that
go out to each new tenant clearly advising, in six languages, the correct procedure for
disposal of rubbish. The leaflets were also pictorial leaving no reason for any person not
to understand them. Whilst all Countries had differing ways of disposing of litter, new
residents to the town from overseas now had no reason not to understand the procedure
in Boston. Ongoing problems continued in respect of un-licensed operators collecting
waste and the tipping wherever they felt they could get away with it. In respect of the
Household Waste Recycling Centre the Portfolio Holder had considered the purchase of
additional land at the side to of the site to enable and extension and increase capacity
but the idea had been rejected at Lincolnshire County Council due to costs for additional
staff to man the increase of the site.
Committee noted the report agreeing that future reporting would be called to monitor the
situation.
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9

WORK PROGRAMME

The Chairman confirmed that a Task and Finish Group had been convened to look at
Housing Standards across the borough and that update reporting would be provided at
subsequent meetings of the committee.
The next meeting scheduled on the 10th May 2022 was awaiting confirmation of
reporting.
A Member asked for a report on the promotion and future intentions for the Market and
was advised that following a similar request at a previous meeting, a Member briefing
was being convened in the first instance and dependant on the outcomes of that, a
report would come back to the committee.
The Chairman closed the meeting thanking Members and Officers for their attendance.

The Meeting Closed at 8.40 pm
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Agenda Item 1

REPORT TO:

Environment and Performance Committee

DATE:

21st June 2022

SUBJECT:

Installation of 4 new Changing Places Toilets.

PURPOSE:

To approve an addition to the Capital Programme to Part Fund the
installation of 4 new changing places toilets.

KEY DECISION:

No

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

Tracey Abbott

REPORT AUTHOR:

Adrian Sibley, Deputy Chief Executive for Delivery

WARD(S) AFFECTED:

Central Wards

EXEMPT REPORT?

No

SUMMARY
This report sets out to accept a government grant of £210k to support the introduction of 4 new
Changing Places Toilets within the Town Centre. Each toilet costs around £75k to install so the
total cost of the 4 toilets collectively will be approximately £300k. The report also seeks
therefore the approval of a capital contribution of £70k from our reserves to part fund the
installation of 3 toilets that will be under the Council’s control. A fourth toilet is to be installed
within the Blenkin Memorial Hall and the additional £20k will be met from the St Botolph’s
Church Funds.

RECOMMENDATIONS
That the Environment and Performance Committee recommend that Cabinet agree the
following recommendations:
1. To approve an addition of £300k to the Capital programme to support the installation of
4 new changing places toilets. £230k of this will be met from government grants and
external funding so a use of reserves of £70k is requested.
2. To agree the installation of 4 new toilets within the Town, 3 of which will be under the
control of the Council.
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REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
Changing Places toilets are larger and more accessible for people who cannot use standard
accessible toilets, with equipment such as hoists, curtains, adult sized changing benches, and
space for carers. Increasing the provision of these toilets is part of a £30m national government
disability strategy to allow more physically impaired individuals to undertake more recreational
activities with dignity, confidence, and freedom.
OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
The councils could decide not to accept all or part of the grant and not provide these enhanced
facilities. This would though prevent the Council from improving the quality of lives for all of its
residents and up to 250,00 people in the country who rely on such facilities in order to enjoy the
same opportunities as everyone else.
1. BACKGROUND
1.1

Changing Places toilets are enhanced toilet facilities, more accessible by severely disabled
people who require additional support. As such they are larger and more sophisticated
facilities, requiring higher levels of technical enhancements and support.

1.2

As part of its commitment towards improving the quality of life for everyone, the
Government announced last Spring that it would be making £30m of funding available for
the installation of new facilities for local authorities to bid for on a competitive basis. Bids
were to be assessed on the quality of the submissions, the amount of match funding,
partnership working and the end destinations.

2. REPORT
2.1

Following a consultation exercise with key members and stakeholders, including Parish
Councils, Boston bid for funding to support the installation of 5 changing places toilets in
and around the Town Centre in late Summer.

2.2

The sites that were bid for were as follows:
Successful

Unsuccessful

Central Park
Wide Bargate
Lincoln Lane
Blenkin Memorial Hall
Boston College
Boston College was not deemed to meet the criteria as it was classed as a new build and
therefore not eligible. In The funding applications were heavily oversubscribed and in
March of this year, the government announced that Boston would receive £210k of funding
to support the installation of 4 toilets. This compares to a total £660k for the provision of 15
toilets within the South East Lincolnshire partnership and £920k for the whole of
Lincolnshire for the provision of 23 toilets.
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2.3

Latest market testing shows that costs of installation are approximately £75k per toilet. This
means that the match funding requirement is approximately £23k per toilet. Blenkin have
agreed that they will meet the costs of any additional funding over and above their
allocation of £52k. This therefore means that the additional support required from the
Council is around £70k to support the installation of 3 additional toilets.

2.4

If we were to reduce the number of toilets that we provide, then the funding would be
reduced proportionally.

2.5

It is anticipated that most of the revenue running costs could be absorbed within existing
budgets as the facilities are located next to existing toilets and so inspection costs could be
accommodated within existing staff budgets. The additional costs are likely to be repairs
and maintenance, consumables, and annual testing. These are not expected to be
significant.

3. CONCLUSION
3.1

For a relatively small proportion of match funding, the installation of Changing Places toilets
has the potential change the lives of many disabled individuals, both local to Boston and to
potential visitors to the area. This initiative therefore contributes to enhancing the lives of
everyone and is a positive step for the Council to take in this respect. By installing them
within the Town Centre they can also allow Boston to become an end destination for
potential visitors and thereby improve the attraction of the town as a place to visit.

IMPLICATIONS
SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP
These are numerous and detailed in section 2.2 of the report.
CORPORATE PRIORITIES
The installation of enhanced toilets facilities promotes equality and the improvement of lives for
everyone.
STAFFING
None at this stage.
CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
None at this stage
DATA PROTECTION
None at this stage.
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FINANCIAL
The capital costs are detailed in the summary above. The revenue costs are expected to be
relatively low and accommodated within existing budgets.
RISK MANAGEMENT
None at this stage.
STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES
Reports have also been submitted to BTAC and Scrutiny. Comments and views from these forums
will be outlined as part of the presentation of this report.
REPUTATION
The ambition provides a positive message for the partnership.
CONTRACTS
None
CRIME AND DISORDER
None
EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING
The scheme substantially supports these ambitions.
HEALTH AND WELL BEING
The scheme substantially supports these ambitions.
CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
None

LINKS TO 12 MISSIONS IN THE LEVELLING UP WHITE PAPER

MISSIONS
This paper contributes to the follow Missions outlined in the Government’s Levelling Up White
paper.
Health
By 2030, the gap in Healthy Life Expectancy (HLE) between local areas
where it is highest and lowest will have narrowed, and by 2035 HLE will
rise by 5 years.
Wellbeing
By 2030, well-being will have improved in every area of the UK, with the
gap between top performing and other areas closing.
ACRONYMS
None
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APPENDICES
None

BACKGROUND PAPERS
None

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT

Name of body

Date

REPORT APPROVAL
Report author:

Adrian Sibley, Deputy Chief Executive – Delivery
Adrian.sibley@e-lindsey.gov.uk

Signed off by:

Adrian Sibley, Deputy Chief Executive – Delivery
Adrian.sibley@e-lindsey.gov.uk

Approved for publication:

Tracey Abbott
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Agenda Item 2

REPORT TO:

ENVIORNMENT AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE

DATE:

21 June 2022

SUBJECT:

Annual Joint Scrutiny Task Group for the South & East Lincolnshire
Councils Partnership

PURPOSE:

To establish a Joint Scrutiny Task Group and agree the associated
scope to undertake the annual scrutiny review of the South & East
Lincolnshire Councils Partnership

KEY DECISION:

N/A

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

Councillor Paul Skinner Leader of the Council

REPORT OF:

James Gilbert, Assistant Director – Corporate

REPORT AUTHOR:

Rebecca James, Scrutiny Officer, ELDC

WARD(S) AFFECTED:

All

EXEMPT REPORT?

No

SUMMARY
When the Partnership was formed it was agreed in the Memorandum of Agreement that there
would be an annual joint scrutiny undertaken to review progress of the Partnership and to
understand its effectiveness and the opportunities for its further development.
This report brings forward the proposed scope of that scrutiny and seeks a member appointment
to the Task Group.
This report is being considered by ELDC’s Overview Committee, BBC’s Environment &
Performance Overview and Scrutiny Committee and SHDC’s Performance Monitoring Panel.

RECOMMENDATIONS



That the scope at Appendix A is agreed to enable the scrutiny exercise to commence
promptly in October.
To agree the appointment of one member from the Scrutiny Committee to join the Task
Group alongside the Chairman and Vice-Chairman.
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REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS



To enable scrutiny to commence in line with the commitment in the Memorandum of
Agreement.
To ensure representation for all 3 partner Councils in line with the previously agreed
Council report (November 2021)

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
None

1. BACKGROUND
1.1

This report brings forward the first annual joint scrutiny of the South & East Lincolnshire
Councils Partnership.

2. REPORT
2.1

When the Councils formed the Partnership in October 2021, the Memorandum of Agreement
committed the Councils to undertake an annual scrutiny of the Partnership ‘to understand
its effectiveness and opportunities for further development’.

2.2

A draft scope to frame the scrutiny is attached at Appendix A.

2.3

In November Council agreed that the annual Partnership Scrutiny Task Group should be made
up of the Scrutiny Committee Chairman, Vice Chairman and one additional Scrutiny Member
from each of the Partnership Councils’ relevant Scrutiny Committee.

2.4

Once the scrutiny has been undertaken, the Task Group’s report will be presented back to
the relevant Scrutiny Committee at each Council; before presentation to a meeting of
Council.

EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP
The recommendations will support the aims and ambitions of the South and East Lincolnshire
Councils Partnership and the further development of the Partnership.
IMPLICATIONS
SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS’ PARTNERSHIP
NONE
CORPORATE PRIORITIES
NONE
STAFFING
NONE
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CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
NONE
DATA PROTECTION
NONE
FINANCIAL
NONE
RISK MANAGEMENT
NONE
STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES
N/A
REPUTATION
NONE
CONTRACTS
NONE
CRIME AND DISORDER
NONE
EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING
NONE
HEALTH AND WELL BEING
NONE
CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
NONE
LINKS TO 12 MISSIONS IN THE LEVELLING UP WHITE PAPER
NONE
ACRONYMS
NONE

APPENDICES
Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: APPENDIX A

Scoping document
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Partnership Memorandum of Agreement
November 2021 Council report

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT
A report on this item has not been previously considered by a Council body.

REPORT APPROVAL
Report author:

Rebecca James, Scrutiny Officer ELDC

Signed off by:

James Gilbert, Assistant Director - Corporate

Approved for publication:

Councillor Paul Skinner Leader of the Council
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Appendix A

JOINT SCRUTINY TASK & FINISH GROUP
Project Scoping Template
Topic: Joint Scrutiny of the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership

Objectives and Key Issues:
The function of scrutiny within each of the partner Councils plays an important
and key role within the overall governance arrangements for each of the
partnership Councils and for the Partnership as a whole.
The approved business case demonstrated a number of opportunities for the
South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership.

Progress on these identified opportunities form the basis of this annual joint
scrutiny of the Partnership.

Lines of Enquiry:
-

the ability to work together to respond to and address shared and
common challenges and opportunities at a local, corporate, and subregional level across the southeast region of Lincolnshire;

-

to realise a combined financial opportunity of up to £42m if all service
integration opportunities are embraced;

-

to build on the existing and successful PSPS Ltd relationship and improve
service effectiveness and efficiency;

-

an opportunity to improve service delivery and resilience across the
Partnership;

-

the sharing of expertise across the Partnership;

-

the chance to create additional capacity and increased resilience to do
more for our communities;

-

a stronger voice locally, regionally, and nationally through the creation of
a South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership identity;

-

to cement a solid foundation of partnership working ahead of the potential
for devolution and local reform;

-

the increased opportunity to secure external funding to enable the future
prosperity for our communities; and

-

greater career development opportunities for our workforce.
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Appendix A

Standard Areas to Consider
Relationship with Annual Delivery Plans: as per the lines of enquiry above
Financial Implications: as per the lines of enquiry above

Witnesses
Internal:
ELDC/BBC/SHDC Leader & Deputy Leader, Chief Executive,
ELDC/SHDC/BBC Members,
Other relevant officers TBC
External:
PSPS
TBC
Resources
Liaison Officer:
Rebecca James, Scrutiny Officer,
James Gilbert, Assistant Director, Corporate
Required officer expertise:
To be decided as the scrutiny review progresses

Timescale
Start date: early October
End date: mid-November
Target ELDC Overview Committee Meeting: November 29th
Target BBC Overview & Scrutiny Meeting: November 22nd
Target SHDC Scrutiny Committee Meeting: November 29th
Target Council Meeting: ELDC 14.12.22, SHDC 18.01.23, BBC 23.01.23
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Agenda Item 3

REPORT TO:

ENVIRONMENT & PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

DATE:

21/6/22

SUBJECT:

LEVELLING UP FUND (LUF) – ROUND 2 SUBMISSION

PURPOSE:

To provide Members with an overview of the direction of travel of
the Councils round 2 LUF submission, and seek ‘in principle’
support for the submission.

KEY DECISION:

N/A

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

Cllr Welton

REPORT OF:

DCX Growth - Michelle Sacks

REPORT AUTHOR:

Assistant Director – Planning & Strategic Infrastructure - Mike
Gildersleeves

WARD(S) AFFECTED:

Station Ward

EXEMPT REPORT?

No

SUMMARY
This is a short report which will be accompanied by a short presentation to Members on the
evening.
The purpose of the paper is to provide Members with an overview of the direction of travel for
the Councils proposed Levelling Up Fund (LUF) round 2 submission – this relates to the redevelopment of ‘PE21’.
It will also provide an overview of the LUF fund itself, the round 1 submission and feedback from
that round, as well as identifying a number of key / strategic partners and organisations that
Officers have been working with both to formulate the bid, but also drive forward the PE21
proposals.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
That Members consider the information provided to them in respect of the round 2 LUF bid and
provide any feedback / comments as deemed relevant.
That Members consider providing ‘in principle’ support to the round 2 bid, and its direction of
travel, in advance of consideration by Cabinet on the 29th June.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
To enable the Council to make a robust submission to Government through the LUF round 2
process, and to enable the Council to demonstrate support and commitment to the projects
which form part of the proposal.

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
Do Nothing – This would involve the Council not making a bid, and therefore not being able to
access the up to £20m available
Amended proposals – There is potential for other alternative proposals to be considered,
however, this has been discounted owing to the time pressures for the submission as set out in
this report. The proposals have been developed in partnership with our external advisors to
enable the Council to put forward a robust bid, significant changes/deviations to the approach
would not be possible, whilst allowing the bid deadline to be met. Alternatives could however
be considered for future LUF rounds.

1. BACKGROUND
1.1 The Levelling Up Fund (LUF) is part of the Governments wider Levelling Up agenda.
1.2 The prospectus can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/levelling-upfund-round-2-prospectus/levelling-up-fund-round-2prospectus
1.3 It is a capital fund, designed to invest in infrastructure that
improves everyday life across the UK. The £4.8 billion fund
will support town centre and high street regeneration, local
transport projects, and cultural and heritage assets, and is a
competitive bid-process where Authorities can seek to
secure up to £20m from the fund.
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1.4 Key points of background are:
- Capital funding - no revenue element
- Competitive fund, with no expectation that BBC must apply
- Boston is classed as a Priority 1 area (ELDC is 1 and SHDC is 2).
- Themes include:
o Regeneration and town centre investment
o Cultural Investment
o Transport investment – N/A to BBC
- Projects must be high quality and high impact
- Aims to make a visible positive difference
- Bids can cross themes, but must have a ‘lead’ theme. Packages of no more than 3 projects.
- Need to contribute to low/zero objectives
- Must demonstrate spend in 22/23, with projects complete by end of March 2025
- 10% or greater LA match funding ‘encouraged’; private sector match expected too
- Local MP support is required
- Must include Strategic Case, Economic Case, Delivery Plan, as well as evidence of match
funding, partner support and engagement.
- Submissions by 6th July 2022
1.5 This round is round 2, the Council were unsuccessful in round 1 in 2021. It is anticipated that
there will be future rounds, although this is not guaranteed.

2. REPORT
2.1

2.2

This is a short cover report which will be accompanied by a presentation to the Committee.
Its purpose is to provide an overview of the LUF process and the direction of travel for the
Councils intended submission under round 2 which is currently being worked up by Officers.
LUF Round 1 bid
The Round 1 bid was developed in conjunction with Rose Regeneration and Urban Edge;
the aim was to focus on PE21 and show an overlapping of funding with the Towns Fund (as
shown in the image below), it focused on the following elements:
- Acquisition Crown House for
subsequent redevelopment (P3)
- Acquisition and demolition, of B&M,
to facilitate redevelopment (P4)
- Urban greening and activation of the
Market place (P6)
- Moorings on South Square
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2.3

The focus of the bid was to utilise public sector investment from the LUF as a catalyst to
deliver the PE21 project, starting at its eastern end through the re-development of Crown
House and the B&M site (shown below)
which would be brought together with
a reinvigorated public space.

2.4
The total cost of all of the above was
c£22m, with 10% match funding, this left a
funding ‘gap’ of c£20m which was the LUF ‘ask’.
The Chief Executive confirmed the Councils commitment to the scheme through matchfunding in the form of land, and any necessary ‘top-up’ to the 10% minimum (c£2m), this
was to be further matched by commitments from the private sector as demonstrated by
the letters of support.
2.5

Although this bid was unsuccessful, the feedback from Government (DLUHC) was largely
good. Minor suggestions were made in respect of narrowing down the focus of the bid
(removing the Market Place and Mooring element); focusing the bid down to PE21 only;
revisiting values and costs; revisiting engagement with the community; and seeking support
from more partners and the MP.

2.6

On review, of those areas successful in Round 1, it would seem that the end decision by
Government was largely based around sharing funding around the UK, with those areas
having already received funding through Towns Fund etc. being overlooked.

2.7

The feedback received however gave Officers confidence that we were heading on the right
track in terms of a future bid being an appropriate fit with the LUF and its objectives.
Work that has been undertaken in between Round 1 & 2

2.8

Following the Round 1 submission Officers have reviewed the LUF 1 bid and consider that
the core aspects of PE21 remain relevant and workable. This has been reviewed by our
external advisors (AMION – who have a track record of success with round 1 submissions).

2.9

In addition, the Scarborough Group (SG) recently met with the Officers and the
Leader/Deputy Leader and are keen to work up a private/public sector proposal for the
entire PE21 area, to be delivered through a Joint Venture arrangement. This is still under
discussion. Nevertheless it gives confidence that there is backing of private sector match for
a LUF 2 bid. In addition, SG have been revisiting the Masterplan themselves.
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2.10

Officers have also continued dialogue with the owners of Crown House.

2.11

Finally, the Council has also commissioned, jointly with NHS colleagues and LCC (transport)
a reworking of the PE21 masterplan for the western end of the site, to look at the
opportunities for new health centre (including defining its size, placement and potential
costs) and how this could be brought forward as a deliverable proposal, and how this would
work alongside neighbouring parcels. This is being led by Wilmott Dixon and is underway, in
order to provide information to feed in to a LUF 2 bid.

2.12

Officers continue to be in discussions with other potential partners who have expressed a
considerable interest in being part of PE21 scheme.

2.13

LUF Round 2 –
The Round 2 prospectus is largely the same as that for round 1, with some minor additions.

2.14

Officers are therefore progressing at pace, working with AMION to put together a suitable
bid. As this is still being worked up it is not possible to give Members a precise picture of
what will be included in the bid and what the financial model and ‘ask’ will be.

2.15

However it is possible to outline the likely direction and key elements these are as follows:

2.16

-

Delivery of a significant enhancement of the public realm (spanning the area between
the river and the Len Medlock) - This is seen as an impactful intervention, which can be
delivered in the short-term and would create the conditions for unlocking the adjacent
parcels. It would also provide confidence to other investment opportunities as well as
making an immediate difference to the sense of place. This would hit a number of the
key LUF objectives around re-use of brownfield land, sense of place, cultural and
environmental change etc.

-

Crown House – As per round 1. Securing the potential to rejuvenate and reuse this
existing building – likely to comprise residential and commercial/community uses.

-

B&M redevelopment – Evolution of round 1. Working in partnership with the current
owners to re-develop this site - likely to comprise hotel, commercial/community uses
and potentially residential.

These interventions would use the LUF funding as a catalyst to unlock the remainder of the
PE21 area, including adjacent sites. Collectively this would then leverage the ability to bring
forward other potential interventions which may include:
-

New health facilities with linkages to third sector organisations including Len Medlock
Housing, community/public sector and commercial uses
Improvements to the bus-station
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2.17

The LUF is a competitive bid process, with submissions made via an online portal.
Submissions close at mid-day on 6th July 2022, with a decision due in the Autumn.
Briefings and Next steps

2.18

The decision to make a submission or not is a Cabinet decision, however, in order to give
confidence (to Government) with the bid, the Council needs to demonstrate wider buy-in.

2.19

As such, Officers have incorporated a series of briefings in to the submission timetable. The
timetable of this and the next steps for decision making are set out below:
-

All Member briefing held – 10th May
Further Member briefing – 13th June
E&P Scrutiny – 21st June – to provide an overview and consider the approach
Full Council – 27th June – to secure ‘in principle’ support for the bid
Cabinet – 29th June – to authorize submission of the bid
Submission – 6th July

3. CONCLUSION
3.1

Members are asked to consider the content of this report and the associated presentation
and consider offering support to the proposed submission to be made to the LUF as part of
the round 2 process.

3.2

Officers are working at pace, in conjunction with our external advisors to pull together the
bid and its proposals and outcomes. The focus of that bid being a series of strategic
interventions within ‘PE21’ which will offer impactful change, whilst providing a catalyst for
the wider re-development and regeneration of this strategic town-centre location.

3.3

Officers consider that the proposed approach is a good fit with the LUF agenda, and the
requirements of the round 2 prospectus. It is suggested that the Council should make a bid
to this fund to access up to £20m of Government capital investment, noting that this is a
competitive fund with a decision to be made in the autumn.

3.4

Notwithstanding the outcome of any submission, Officers will continue to work with the
various parties and stakeholders who have shown an interest in the PE21 project which has
the potential to have significant positive effects on the town centre, and advise that the
Council should continue to support the delivery of this important project.

EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP
Across the Partnership it is intended that 3 bids will be submitted, with the potential to access
c£60m of Government funding. This demonstrates to Government the scale of ambition of the
Partnership, as well as the ability of the Partnership to deliver projects of significant scale which
would enhance the social, environmental and economic characteristics of our area and contribute
to the ambition of Levelling Up.
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IMPLICATIONS
SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP
See previous section
CORPORATE PRIORITIES
Priority 1 – People
Priority 2 – Prosperity, regeneration and growth
Priority 3 - Environment
STAFFING
None arising from this report
CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
None arising from this report
DATA PROTECTION
None arising from this report
FINANCIAL
The main consideration in this regard is the potential to secure significant Government investment
into the ‘PE21’ project. This will however require the Council to commit match funding, at 10% this
is c£2m which would be likely to be in the form of land value and any necessary financial ‘top-up’
(eg from reserves), depending on the end value of the bid. This total requirement would be no more
than £2m (10% match). This figure and approach was previously endorsed by the Chief Executive
through a letter of support in connection with the round 1 bid, subject to wider Council approvals if
the bid were to be successful. A similar approach is likely to be proposed with round 2, with
subsequent approval for the match funding being secured in the event that a bid is successful and
an offer made from Government.
RISK MANAGEMENT
None arising from this report
STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES
Set out in this report. Previous and continued engagement on ‘PE21’ as a proposal.
REPUTATION
It is clear from the round 1 process that Government does undertake scrutiny of proposals,
including a review of communications and profile of projects. A disjointed response to any bid from
the Council is likely to undermine the Councils reputation externally, particularly with Government.
CONTRACTS
None arising from this report
CRIME AND DISORDER
None arising from this report, although the proposals and PE21 project generally has the potential
to improve the existing situation in the area.
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EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING
None arising from this report
HEALTH AND WELL BEING
None arising from this report, although the proposals and PE21 project generally has the potential
to improve the health and well-being characteristics of the area. These are key facets of the bid and
the overall re-development proposals.
CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
None arising from this report, although the proposals and PE21 project generally has the potential
to improve the environmental conditions in the area and any proposals would have to meet the
climate objectives set out in the prospectus. These are key facets of the bid and the overall redevelopment proposals.

LINKS TO 12 MISSIONS IN THE LEVELLING UP WHITE PAPER
MISSIONS
This paper contributes to the follow Missions outlined in the Government’s Levelling Up White
paper.
Living Standards
By 2030, pay, employment and productivity will have risen in every area of
the UK, with each containing a globally competitive city, with the gap
between the top performing and other areas closing.
Skills
By 2030, the number of people successfully completing high-quality skills
training will have significantly increased in every area of the UK. In
England, this will lead to 200,000 more people successfully completing
high-quality skills training annually, driven by 80,000 more people
completing courses in the lowest skilled areas.
Health
By 2030, the gap in Healthy Life Expectancy (HLE) between local areas
where it is highest and lowest will have narrowed, and by 2035 HLE will
rise by 5 years.
Wellbeing
By 2030, well-being will have improved in every area of the UK, with the
gap between top performing and other areas closing.
Pride in Place
By 2030, pride in place, such as people’s satisfaction with their town centre
and engagement in local culture and community, will have risen in every
area of the UK, with the gap between the top performing and other areas
closing.
Housing
By 2030, renters will have a secure path to ownership with the number of
first-time buyers increasing in all areas; and the government’s ambition is
for the number of non-decent rented homes to have fallen by 50%, with
the biggest improvements in the lowest performing areas.
Crime
By 2030, homicide, serious violence, and neighbourhood crime will have
fallen, focused on the worst-affected areas.
ACRONYMS
LUF – Levelling Up Fund
SG – Scarborough Group
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PE21 – Working title for the re-development of the c10 acre site between the footbridge and the
bus station comprising – former B&M, Crown house, Len Medlock, Health Centre and intervening
public realm

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Background papers used in the production of this report are listed below: Document title

Where the document can be viewed

Levelling Up Round 1 press release

https://www.mybostonuk.com/levellingupfund/

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT
None

REPORT APPROVAL
Report author:

Mike Gildersleeves – Assistant Director – Planning
& Strategic Infrastructure
Mike.Gildersleeves@boston.gov.uk

Signed off by:

Michelle Sacks – DCX Growth

Approved for publication:

Cllr Welton
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Agenda Item 4

REPORT TO:

ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE

DATE:

21 JUNE 2022

SUBJECT:

BOSTON HOUSEHOLD WASTE RECYCLING CENTRE

PURPOSE:

TO UPDATE THE COMMITTEE ON ACTIONS TAKEN IN REGARD TO
THE HOUSEHOLD WASTE RECYCLING CENTRE

KEY DECISION:

N/A

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

COUNCILLR DEBORAH EVANS, PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

REPORT AUTHOR:

VICTORIA BURGESS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR - NEIGHBOURHOODS

WARD(S) AFFECTED:

ALL

EXEMPT REPORT?

NO

SUMMARY
This report provides information on the matters raised to the Council about the Household
Waste Recycling Centre (HWRC) and the actions being taken by the operator, Lincolnshire
County Council, to improve the site.

RECOMMENDATIONS
To note the report.

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS
To update the Environment and Performance Committee on the actions taken by Lincolnshire
County Council in response to the concerns raised.

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED
N/A
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1. BACKGROUND
1.1

In response to concerns that have been raised by members of the public to councillors and
officers regarding the HWRC provided and managed by Lincolnshire County Council, over
the last 12 months, the Portfolio Holder for Environmental Services has organised two
meetings to enable councillors to raise their concerns about the site with the Executive
Member for Waste and Trading Standards at Lincolnshire County Council. This report
presents actions being taken by the County Council to improve access to the site.

2. REPORT
2.1

Since the HWRC opened after its closure during the lockdown, the borough council has
received complaints regarding the management of the site. These concerns include:










Restrictions on materials able to be deposited at the site for residents. Materials most
often prevented from being disposed of are mattresses, hardcore, wood and garden
waste.
Restrictions on materials able to be deposited at the site for council staff, the outcome
being that fly-tips and bulky collections of these materials have to cease until the
disposal route can reopen.
Restrictions on the types of materials and quantity of materials accepted at the site, e.g.
tyres and hardcore.
Restrictions on the type of vehicle used by residents when visiting the HWRC to dispose
of waste.
Lack of communication with the borough council when materials cannot be accepted.
Opening days and times for the site.
Potential to lead to fly-tipping if residents are turned away.

2.2

Boston Councillors met with Lincolnshire County Council’s Executive Member for Waste and
Trading Standards on 8 October 2021, and 27 January 2022 to discuss their concerns and
identify areas for improvement.

2.3

The County Council is putting in mitigation measures to resolve these concerns and have
provided a response which is attached at Appendix A.

3. CONCLUSION
3.1

This report presents the complaints received by the Council in respect of the operation of
the HWRC, and provides a response from the operator, Lincolnshire County Council, to
address concerns and improve the site.

EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP
None
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IMPLICATIONS
SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP
None
CORPORATE PRIORITIES
This report relates to the Council’s corporate priority of environmental awareness and
accountability.
STAFFING
None
CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
None
DATA PROTECTION
None
FINANCIAL
None
RISK MANAGEMENT
There are two reputational risks to the council as set out in the ‘reputation’ section below.
STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES
No consultation undertaken.
REPUTATION
There are two reputational risks to the council. One arising from the inability to clear flytips and
collect certain bulky items that residents have paid for due to a lack of disposal route. This could
also impact on performance measures. The second from the misapprehension of residents that the
Borough Council is responsible for the management of the site.
CONTRACTS
None
CRIME AND DISORDER
Collecting and disposing of fly-tipped waste improves the appearance of the borough and reduces
the potential for anti-social behaviour.
EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING
None
HEALTH AND WELL BEING
Reducing the amount of fly-tipped waste improves the appearance of the borough and improves
the appearance of hot spot areas, contributing to the wellbeing of residents in areas of the
Borough.
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
None
LINKS TO 12 MISSIONS IN THE LEVELLING UP WHITE PAPER
MISSIONS
This paper contributes to the follow Missions outlined in the Government’s Levelling Up White
paper.
Pride in Place
By 2030, pride in place, such as people’s satisfaction with their town centre
and engagement in local culture and community, will have risen in every
area of the UK, with the gap between the top performing and other areas
closing.
ACRONYMS
LCC – Lincolnshire County Council
HWRC – Household Waste Recycling Centre

APPENDICES
Appendix A – Statement regarding Boston HWRC from Lincolnshire County Council.

BACKGROUND PAPERS
No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 were used
in the production of this report.

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT
A report on this item has not been previously considered by a Council body.

REPORT APPROVAL
Report author:

Victoria Burgess

Signed off by:

John Leach

Approved for publication:

Councillor Deborah Evans
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Appendix A

Household Waste Recycling Centre Disruption
Introduction
All Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRCs) across the county have faced
disruption which has meant that material has had to be rejected and some sites have
even faced short term closure. There are several factors which have contributed to
this disruption which will be highlighted below along with measures to be taken to
mitigate the disruption.
Background
The material which is collected at the HWRCs is collected by a commercial haulier
and removed to separate disposal outlets which are located around the county. The
haulage contract provides a fixed number of vehicles to service the whole of the
county. In relation to the different disposal locations, they are also commercial
facilities who will process, transfer or dispose of material under contract to LCC. Such
locations must have the relevant planning permission and Environmental permit
controlled by the Environment Agency to deal with waste.
These haulage and disposal services have to be procured within strict procurement
rules with due diligence to ensure that the commercial operator meets the required
standards.
Causes of Disruption
 A Waste Transfer Station on Boston Industrial Estate closed in the last 2 years
and that was a location which received a significant proportion of material from
the Boston and Spalding HWRCs.


The haulage operator Biffa sometimes faces driver shortages, and the full
requirement of trucks has not always been available. This is part of a national
trend.



LCC has no control of when residents visit and what type of material they
present. If spare containers are not available, then material may have to be
rejected as material cannot be stored on the floor. Sites are restricted in size
with a finite number of containers which need removal once they are full.

Mitigation
 Other disposal outlets are being secured to take material, which should reduce
turn around times for trucks. An example is Bourne Skip Hire which is now
taking material from Bourne HWRC. Previously material from Bourne was
being hauled as far as Skegness which tied up trucks for several hours. This
has saved 15 hours per week in haulage times and any reduction in turn around
time in one part of the county will have an effect across the service. Two other
more local disposal locations have been secured in the county.


Biffa are providing an extra driver and vehicle capacity in July.



Sid Dennis Ltd is now providing haulage to take material from Skegness HWRC
directly to his Waste Transfer Station in Skegness. Previously this operation
was performed by Biffa but now there is a reduction in haulage miles.
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Traffic count surveys are to be carried out to show how busy the HWRCs are
which may justify different opening hours. If there are any peaks and troughs
this can be communicated to the public to reduce waiting times.



LCC’s main web page for waste is being improved to include links to other live
social media pages which will provide details of any disruption. We will share
this with Boston Borough Council once the update is complete.
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Q3 Performance 2021/22 – Environment & Performance Committee
Performance Key
Achieved or
exceeded target



Performance
Within an Agreed
Outside of Agreed
Tolerance
Tolerances



Trend
Numbers have
increased





Improvement in
trend or service



No significant
change



Numbers have
decreased



Deterioration in
trend or service



Boston Borough Council KPIs
Assets
ASB001

Performance

Percentage of car parking income received against agreed budget

Latest
Value
85.51%

Target
100.00%

Commentary: Car parking income remains below base line forecast level because of the impact of Covid-19
ASB002

Percentage of commercial rent received against agreed budget
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HWB001

Number of properties improved through Council intervention

J

111.03%
Latest
Value
89

HWB002

Percentage of cases opened at homelessness prevention stage (i.e. before they have become homeless)

J

76.00%

Housing and Wellbeing

Performance

100.00%

70.00%

Target
70

Agenda Item 6

Commentary: Measures put in place to improve performance have been successful. This includes a new IT system, triage of all cases and support and guidance for the staff.
Percentage of homelessness cases that were opened at homelessness prevention stage that resulted in the customer
HWB003
J
88.24%
70.00%
not becoming homeless
Commentary: Percentage performance is similar to previous quarters other than there has been a large increase in the number of people successfully prevented from
becoming homeless.
HWB004
Number of verified rough sleepers (quarterly snapshot, verified at street count)
L
2
0
Commentary: This is an aspirational target reflecting the national target. The team managed to reduce the number of rough sleepers down to 2. One of these had recently
been evicted from accommodation provided by the Council and the other is refusing to engage with the service.
HWB005
Number of families with children placed into B&B for more than 6 calendar weeks
J
0
0

Latest
Target
Performance
Value
72.26%
84.00%
OCA001
Percentage of Alliance workforce who said 'yes' when asked if they felt valued at work
L
Commentary: We have seen a reduction in the number of responses in this last quarter which in turn has seen a slight decrease on the previous quarter’s performance.
This is likely in part due to the timing of the data collection period which was extended to accommodate the Christmas period owing to this being a period of increased
annual leave. East Midlands Council have been approached for benchmarking data which has not, as yet, been supplied. The Performance team are also undertaking a
more detailed analysis of the data. The January - March focus of the Values and Behaviours is ‘we are proud’ which will include sharing with colleagues’ wider reflections
on the work achieved through the Annual Delivery Plans over 2020/21.
Latest
Operations
Performance
Target
Value
OPB001
Percentage of household waste collected for recycling and composting
Not Due
N/A
45.00%
Organisation and Corporate Support

Commentary: Annual figure not due to report until year-end
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OPB002
Percentage of recycling collected that is contaminated and unable to be recycled
Not available
N/A
28.00%
Commentary: Performance data is not available for the current period. The service is awaiting agreement from the Waste Disposal Authority in relation to changes in how
recycling performance is measured.
OPB003
Percentage of fly-tips collected within 3 working days of being reported
J
97.80%
95.00%
OPB004

Market stall occupancy rate - percentage occupied against the target

73.44%
70.00%
Latest
Planning
Performance
Target
Value
PLB001
Percentage of major planning applications determined within 13/16 weeks
L
50.00%
65.00%
Commentary: This local measure does not include time extensions. Performance against the national government target of 60% including time extensions is 91% which is
green rather than red. The use of these local measures is being reviewed for 22/23.
PLB002
Percentage of minor planning application determined within 8 weeks
L
54.17%
75.00%
Commentary: As above, performance against the national government target of 70% including time extensions is 94% which is green rather than red.
PLB003

Percentage of other planning applications determined within 8 weeks

L

70.00%

75.00%

Commentary: As above, performance against the national government target of 70% including time extensions is 89% which is green rather than red.
Latest
Target
Value
RGB001
Percentage of food premises inspections completed against the Food Standards Agency annual inspection plan
L
93.51% 100.00%
Commentary: COVID work has increased during this quarter owing to the introduction of plan B legislation by central government and the reactivation of the county
emergency plan. Additional work has also been undertaken to ensure Boston’s Fishing fleet is compliant with new export requirements.
Regulations

Performance

PSPS
PSB001

Performance

Time to process Council Tax Support new claims (days)

K

Latest
Value
22.28

Target
22.00

Commentary: This is a marked improvement on the previous month. Online applications have now been implemented and tele claims will be introduced in January.
PSB002
Time to process Council Tax Support changes (days)
L
23.22
9.00
Commentary: December has seen an increase in the number of days taken to process. This is due to resources directed at other areas. Concentration will be given to UCDS
records in order to improve performance.
PSB003
Time to process Housing Benefit new claims (days)
J
15.05
22.00
Commentary: This is a marked improvement on the previous month. Online applications have now been implemented and tele claims will be introduced in January.
PSB004

Time to process Housing Benefit changes (days)

J

7.97

9.00

J

77.93%

77.93%

J

78.20%

78.20%

Commentary: This is a marked improvement on the previous month. Both post and Atlas are up to date.
PSB005

Council Tax collection rate

Commentary: The collection rate has not returned to pre-COVID levels, therefore presenting some risk to achieving the end of year target.
PSB006

NDR collection rate
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Commentary: The annual debit takes into account the increase in debit from July as a result of the reduction in rate relief. (With the additional debit payable by ratepayers
over the remainder of the year). Central Government has recently announced £1.2m is to be made available to Boston Borough Council to be delivered as a local
discretionary rate relief scheme to support businesses most adversely affected by the pandemic but which are ineligible under the Government’s existing Covid-19 relief
schemes. The scheme is currently being developed. As a result of the factors outlined above, making forecasting with any certainty over final collection rates is difficult at
this time. We continue to support and signpost ratepayers to the support available and where necessary make appropriate payment arrangements to best meet their
business rates liabilities.
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Environment and Performance Committee Work Programme 2022–23
THIS COMMITTEE’S REMIT IS ALIGNED TO COPORATE PRIORITIES: CP1 PROSPERITY and CP3 PLACE

MEETING

22.06.22

AGENDA ITEMS

1. Installation of New Changing Places Toilets
2. Annual Joint Scrutiny Task Group – S&ELCP
3. Levelling Up Fund
4. Update: Boston Household Waste Recycling Centre
5. Update on Housing Standards Task &Finish Group.
6. Quarter 3 Performance / Work Programme

REPORT AUTHOR

PORTFOLIO
HOLDER

CABINET

Dep. Chief Exec. Programme Delivery
Assistant Director - Corporate
Assistant Director – Planning
Assistant Director - Neighbourhoods
Cllr Paul Goodale (Chairman T&F)
Standing Item

Cllr T Abbott
Cllr N Welton
Cllr P Skinner
Cllr D Evans

29.06.2022

CCTV Manager / ASB Manager

Cllr P Skinner

19.10.2022

7.
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13.09.22

1. Annual CCTV and ASB report.
2. WP + Q4 Performance.

22.11.22

31.01.23

21.03.23

See over.

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS FOR SCRUTINY WORKING - current at issue of agenda
Task and Finish Group Reviews

Environment and Performance:
Housing Standards Review – update at all meetings of Environment and Performance committee by
Chairman of the review group.
Corporate and Community:
Mayoral / Civic Review - update at all meetings of Corporate and Community committee by Chairman of
the review group.
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Member Working Group

None scheduled at time of agenda publication

Inquiry Session

None scheduled at time of agenda publication

All Member Briefings

Reporting pending subject to meeting date tbc:
Events.

Chairman:

Markets.

Single Waste Use Policy

Councillor Judith Skinner.

Lead Officer: Christian Allen

Vice Chairman: Councillor Judy Welbourn
Clerk:

Karen Rist

